
Chapter Four STATESMANSHIP AND
MORAL CHOICE

THROUGHOUT THE AGES moralists have expressed horror

at the way princes and sovereign states behave toward one another. 1

Behavior that would be considered immoral by any standard can

obviously be detected in all realms of life; but nowhere does the

contradiction between professed ethical principles and actual be-

havior appear so patent and universal as in the conduct of foreign
relations. Governments spy on one another and lie to one another;

they violate pledges and conduct wars, often at the cost of millions

of lives and untold misery. No wonder, then, that in Western

democracies if not elsewhere indignation over such practices should

be voiced with vehemence. In our day this frequently expresses
itself in wholesale denunciations of the multistate system on the

ground that sovereign states cannot deal with one another except

by the use of immoral means, derogatorily called "power politics."

Some draw the cynical conclusion that morality has no place in

international politics, while others would have men fulfill their

moral duty by substituting world government for the present im-

moral political system.

This sweeping moral condemnation of foreign policy as pursued

by all nations points to a striking and disturbing contradiction in

our public life. Most of our statesmen claim to be pursuing policies

of peace and they enunciate high moral principles upon which their

policy is supposed to be based; they and many publicists praise the

democracies for the moral superiority of their conduct of foreign

affairs over that of aggressive and ruthless dictators. Yet at the

same time many respected students in the field of international rela-

1 This chapter is reprinted, with minor changes, from World Politics, Vol. I,

No. 2 (January, 1949) , by permission of the publisher.
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tlons insist that all sovereign states alike are compelled by the

"system" to play the evil game of power politics.
The two positions

would seem to be incompatible. Either our statesmen and their

supporters are deceiving themselves and others, or those who with-

out discrimination condemn all power politics as immoral are

overstating their case. In a country like the United States where

moral passion tends to run high and where the question of morality

in politics is a matter of genuine and wide concern, it is important

to try to resolve this contradiction.

The idea that power politics are beyond the pale of morality is

not new. Down through the centuries Machiavelli and Machiavel-

lianism have stood for a doctrine that places princes and sovereign

states under the rule not of ordinary morality but of the "reason of

state/' considered an amoral principle peculiar to the realm of

politics.
2 German writers have been particularly insistent that

ethical standards that apply to private individuals cannot measure

the behavior of states which are said to be guided by necessity if not

by a hohere Sittlichkeit.
3

The English-speaking world, not seldom accused of comfortably

ignoring or hypocritically denying the contradictions between ethics

and international politics, has usually been unwilling to admit of

any peculiar ethics of state behavior. Because states are abstrac-

tions, or at best fictitious personalities, it is not the state that decides

and acts but always individuals, though they be statesmen. Should

their behavior be judged differently from, that of individuals merely

because they act for the state? To answer in the affirmative would

mean accepting the hardly more palatable idea of a double standard

of morality, according to which individuals when acting for thern-

2 One might question whether Machiavelli meant to draw a sharp distinction

between the ethics of state behavior (the behavior of "princes") which was

his main concern, and the ethics of individual behavior. In the same Chap-
ter 15 of The Prince, in which he advises the sovereign to learn "how not to

be good/' he also speaks generally of the condition of man, saying that "who-

ever abandons what is done for what ought to be done will rather learn to

bring about his own ruin than his preservation." He goes on to say that such

a man "must necessarily come to grief among so many who are not good."
3 Friedrich Meinecke's Die Idee der Staatsrason (Munich and Berlin, 1925)

is a classic study of the relations between ethics and power politics as seen by
Machiavelli and his continental disciples down to Treitschke. No similar study
has been written on the views of their Anglo-Saxon contemporaries, although
Gerhard Ritter in Machtstaat und Utopie (Munich and Berlin, 1914) makes

a suggestive beginning to such a study. He contrasts Machiavelli, "pioneer of

the continental power state," with Thomas More, "ideological father of the

English insular welfare state," the former setting power above morality (p. 31) ,

the latter seeking the "Ethisierung und Entdamonisierung der Macht" (p. 89) .
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selves shall follow one set of moral principles while the same indi-

viduals when conducting their nation's foreign policy shall be
bound by another and presumably less stringent code of behavior.4

At first sight the facts seem to bear this out. Do we not condemn
and punish citizens for committing the very acts of violence, treaty

violation, or untruthfulness that we condone in international

politics? Are we not constantly struck by the gulf that separates the

relatively peaceful and humane life within the national borders of

states from the events occurring on the international scene? This
contrast more apparent than true as we shall see has led some to

demand that statesmen be made to give up their sinful ways and
conform to the rules of behavior expected from individuals in an

orderly community. Unfortunately, advice of this kind often proves
so patently impractical that instead of inducing statesmen to mend
their ways it provokes in them a sense of moral cynicism. What is

the use of listening to moral advice, they ask, if statesmanship, to be

capable of mastering the problems that present themselves in prac-

tice, is apparently incompatible with morality?
The fundamental discrepancy which seems to exist between the

morality of state and private behavior would disappear only if it

could be shown that politics conducted in a multistate system is not

necessarily any more immoral than average private behavior, or

that the chief difference pertains not to the degree of immorality

prevailing in the two spheres of human action but to the circum-

stances under which men are required to act. Much of what strikes

people as the immoral practices of governments may prove to be

morally justified by the peculiar and unhappy circumstances that

the statesman has to face and, as a rule, cannot hope to change.

Any ethical perfectionist will be shocked at such a suggestion.

He will deny that an action which is evil under one set of condi-

tions could be morally justified under another. If men are held to

be morally bound to act in accordance with an absolute ethic of

love such as the ethic of the Sermon on the Mount, obviously no

4 While Hans J. Morgenthau (Scientific Man vs. Power Politics, University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1946, p. 179) declares that "no civilization can be

satisfied with ... a dual morality," William Ernest Hocking (The Spirit of

World Politics, Macmillan Co., New York, 1932) writes that statesmen distrust

public opinion in international affairs because the public "takes for granted
that the codes (for individuals and for states) are the same." E. H. Carr (The
Twenty Years* Crisis, 1st ed., Macmillan Co., London, 1940, p. 199) in con-

trast to these authors asserts that most people, while believing that states

ought to act morally, do not expect of them the same kind of moral behavior

that they expect of themselves and of one another.
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set of circumstances, even circumstances in which the survival of a

nation were at stake, could justify a resort to violence, untruthful-

ness, or treaty violations. The concern for self-preservation and

power In itself would have to be condemned as evil. This being the

case, the ethical perfectionist
can offer no advice to statesmen other

than to give up public office and turn their backs on politics. As

some have pointed out, the perfectionist to be consistent must in

fact give the same advice to private citizens, requiring of them that

they abandon their concern for their own welfare, family, or busi-

ness. If, as Hans Morgenthau holds, "the very act of acting destroys

our moral integrity/' only a life of saintliness could come close to

satisfying perfectionist moral commands. 5

We must address ourselves exclusively then to the nonperfection-

ist who demands of man not that he follow a code of absolutist

ethical rules-what Max Weber calls the "natural law of absolute

imperatives" but that he make the best moral choice that circum-

stances permit.
6

But surely, it will be objected, no moralist, at least in our culture,

could deviate so far from perfectionist standards as to condone in-

human practices such as the torture of enemy soldiers or the shoot-

ing of hostages even in wartime. One would wish this objection to

be valid always, but the nonperfectionist cannot escape the conclu-

sion that circumstances may justify what superficially appear to be

the most despicable kinds of human conduct. Or would he without

careful prior investigation condemn all members of the French

Resistance movement who, in the face of brutal Nazi tactics, are

said to have answered their enemy in kind? What if they were un-

able to discover any other alternatives but either to stop the horrors

committed by the Nazis in this repulsive fashion or else to leave

their friends and their cause unprotected? This does not imply that

circumstances morally justify every act of power politics from the

violation of the pledged word to aggression and concentration

camps; in most instances they will not, whether because the cause is

unworthy of such extreme sacrifices or because other means are

available to assure morally preferable results. Nor does it mean
that even where circumstances do justify such acts men may not be

guilty of having brought about these circumstances or of having
failed to remove them.

s Op. cit., p. 189.
6 See Max Weber's "Politics as a Vocation," in From Max Weber: Essays in

Sociology (Oxford University Press, New York, 1946) , pp. 120 ff.
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There is nothing peculiar to international politics in this impact
of circumstance. Our conscience revolts at the idea of men's put-

ting other men to death. Yet nonperfectionist moralists throughout
the Western world agree in condoning the acts of those who kill

either in self-defense, or in obedience to an order to execute a

criminal, or in war, or possibly in the case of tyrannicide. In other

cultures it has been considered morally proper, if not a moral duty,
to put to death first-born children, aging parents, or widows. One
and the same act, then, will be judged differently depending also, of

course, on the ethical standards by which behavior is judged

generally.

This is not the place to enter upon the age-old discussion of what
the standards of a nonperfectionist ethic should be, nor is such a

discussion necessary for our purpose. However much nonperfection-
ists may disagree on ethical standards and thus on the nature and

hierarchy of values, they hold in common the process by which they
reach their moral judgments. They start with the conviction that

there can be no escape from sacrifices of value whether, as theolo-

gians maintain, because of man's original sin and essential corrup-

tion, or because of the dilemmas of a world in which man is faced

with incompatible moral claims. With this as a basis they hold

that men, statesmen and private individuals alike, are morally re-

quired to choose among the roads open to them the one which

under the circumstances promises to produce the least destruction

of value or, positively speaking, points toward the maximization of

value. 7

Moral condemnation, according to nonperfectionist ethics, rests

not on the destruction of values per se} however deplorable such

destruction may be judged to be. Instead it is based on the convic-

tion either that the action in question rested on false standards of

7 Max Weber's "ethic of responsibility" (op. cit., pp. 118
ff.) comes closer to

what is here described as a nonperfectionist ethic of maximization of value

than it might appear from some of his statements. Weber declares, it is true,

that "from no ethics in the world can it be concluded when and to what extent

the ethically good purpose 'justifies* the ethically dangerous means and ramifi-

cations" (p. 121) . He is here taking issue with the revolutionary fanatic who
from the point of view of an "ethic of ultimate ends" considers every act of

violence justified as long as it serves his ultimate end. But when Weber goes
on to demand of men that they hold themselves responsible for the conse-

quences of their acts, especially their acts of violence, he does not refute their

moral right to "contract with the diabolic powers of violence" which as political
men they must do, but implicitly calls on them to choose the road that will

minimize the evil consequences for which they bear responsibility.
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value or that in terms of agreed ethical standards a less destructive

choice could and should have been made. 8

Thus a private citizen who breaks family ties in order to serve

what he considers a higher cause may find himself condemned be-

cause his cause is not considered worth the sacrifice or because

there were other less costly ways of attaining his end. Similarly a

statesman who decides to break off diplomatic negotiations rather

than to accept the terms of the opposing side may be judged wrong

because he placed undue value on an increment of national prestige

which was at stake or because he failed to appreciate the dangers

involved in his choice of action. There is no difference either in the

method of evaluation or in the ethical standards, whether the case

be one of political or private behavior. In that sense the ethic of

politics is but a part of general ethics. The question that remains

to be answered, however, is why the sacrifices of value in inter-

national politics should be as widespread, continuous, and shocking

in extent as they so obviously are. Is it because the circumstances

under which foreign policy is conducted are so different, and so

unalterably different, from those under which private citizens make

their choices?

German writers on international politics have emphasized what

they consider a unique and all-pervasive circumstance characteristic

of interstate relations. Writing in the heyday of German Real-

politik, Gustav Ratzenhofer declared categorically that the relations

between sovereign states are unalterably relations of enmity.
9 His

assertion reminds one of the no less dogmatic Marxist proposition

according to which the relations between capital and labor in a

capitalist economy are relations of enemies engaged in a class war.10

If one looks at history and the contemporary world, one cannot

subscribe to this German view. As discussed earlier in more detail,

8 Morgenthau (op. tit., pp. 202, 203), fallowing in the footsteps of Max
Weber, also emphasizes the "ethical paradoxes" of politics. "Political ethics," he

says, "is indeed the ethics of doing evil." Yet he too concludes that "it is

moral judgment," meaning presumably the best a man can do, morally, "to

choose among several expedient actions the least evil one."
9 See Wesen und Zweck der Politik (Leipzig, 1893) .

10 Carl Schmitt in Der Begriff des Politischen (Munich, 1932) modifies

Ratzenhofer's thesis by declaring that interstate and, in fact, all truly political

relations are in the nature of "friend-foe" relations. While he does not claim

that relations between all states at all times are inevitably hostile, he main-

tains that nations always group themselves as friends and foes and that there

could be no such thing as statehood or politics if it were not for the existence

of potential enmity, by which he means the possibility of deadly physical
combat.
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the relations between sovereign states no less than the relations be-

tween other groups or individuals run the whole gamut from almost

complete amity take Canadian-American or Anglo-Canadian rela-

tions-to almost unmitigated enmity, as in war. Amity and enmity

appear as the two extremes of a wide scale of human relationships.
It remains true, however, and a matter of great political and moral

consequence, that the multistate system, for reasons which cannot

be analyzed here, has a tendency to push relations between at least

some states in the direction of enmity and more so in our century
than in the last. The Nazis certainly saw to it that this would be so.

As faithful disciples of Ratzenhofer, Carl Schinitt, and others, they
not only believed in the inevitability of international enmity but

true to their theoretical assumption conducted German policy in

such a way as to arouse the fiercest kind of enmity in most parts of

the world.

The concepts of amity and enmity can usefully shed light on the

context within which statesmen are forced to make their choices.

Amity and enmity stand for the two opposite extremes of human

relationships. Behavior changes as the relationship approximates
one or the other of these extremes. The causes of enmity in inter-

state relations are significant to the moral problem only to the

extent to which statesmen may be responsible for bringing about or

not eliminating enmity, thereby to become responsible for its

consequences.
One can imagine a condition of complete enmity between states.

There would be no trace of community between them, no sense of

commonly held values or of common interest. Each individual state

would have to be looked upon as an entirely separate entity operat-

ing in the social vacuum of absolute anarchy. There would exist a

state of latent if not actual war all the time, turning diplomacy into

warfare with other means. With good reason nations could consider

themselves in a constant state of emergency gravely endangering all

the things to which they attach value. It would be a situation, as

we know from the experience of total war, in which the sheer quest

for survival would justify almost any course of action. "Out-group

morality" of the most extreme type would prevail.

Take the other extreme, that of amity or the friend-to-friend rela-

tionship. While there would not be complete identification, a

sense of community would exist sufficient to eliminate mutual fear

and suspicion. There would be no expectation of violence and

therefore no need for preparations with which to meet the dangers
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of conflict. Despite the sovereignty of each state, such friendly

nations could behave toward one another according to the code of

"in-group morality" and live in peace with one another.

The more relations between states degenerate toward enmity the

more nations become justified
in fearing for the things they cherish

and the more reason they have to make and require sacrifices by

which inimical claims can be defeated. Greater enmity therefore

increases the likelihood that Machiavellian practices will become

necessary and morally justified.
The degree of amity or enmity thus

appears as a morally portentous circumstance. While in a state of

amity, statesmen are likely to be able to choose between different

avenues toward co-operation, compromise, and conciliation. Enmity

may preclude such choices and place before the statesman a dif-

ferent set of alternatives. He may be able to take steps that promise

to mitigate if not to eliminate existing enmity. Often, however, he

will have to choose between efforts to deter his opponent, with a

view toward neutralizing the effects of enmity, and efforts to defeat

him.

This cannot be said to be a peculiarity of international politics

or of the multistate system. The same phenomenon can be found

in relationships between father and son, employer and employee,

white man and colored man. There may be complete amity be-

tween them with no trace of distrust, no shadow of fear, no concern

for self-protection, no awareness of conflicting demands or expecta-

tions. Instead, relations may degenerate into fierce hostility for

reasons too numerous to detail. Behavior then may change beyond

recognition. Two friends have lived in almost perfect harmony.
But let suspicion arise that one is seeking to exploit their hitherto

harmonious relationship in a treacherous fashion. Immediately, the

other may feel justified in spying on his onetime friend; he may
start laying traps; the case may end with one's killing the other.

What is important to remember is that the killer may be judged to

have been neither legally nor morally guilty, provided the treachery

was sufficiently flagrant. Not only the courts but public opinion

recognizes the excuses of self-defense and unbearable provocation.

Similarly, strife between industrialists and workers may lead to

property damage or open violence. Here, again, moral judgment
will take the circumstances into account. Public opinion has been

aroused at times by the employment of industrial police in labor

disputes and by acts of violence on the part of striking workers. In

each such case, however, condemnation on the part of fair-minded
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judges of human behavior is based not so much on the use of

tactics of power politics by the group in question as on the insuffi-

ciency in a given instance of the provocation or grievances to justify
the acts of coercion or violence.

It will be objected, and rightly so, that intrastate relations are less

likely than interstate relations to reach a degree of hostility that

would call for the use of violence and other Machiavellian de-

vices.
11 The state can also prohibit the use of means to which

society is opposed and can enforce its prohibition although only by
those very means the members of the society have renounced for

themselves. But only well-organized states can marshal sufficient

authority and police power to prevent family feuds and social or

racial conflicts from breaking into the open and degenerating into

violence and the use of other Machiavellian means. While the

pacifying influence of such states and their influence on human
behavior should not be minimized, exponents of world government
tend to exaggerate the case for statehood as a guarantor of peace.
The kind of government and therefore the kind of internal peace
that this country presently enjoys represents the exception rather

than the rule. Our government operates under conditions, not

wholly state-made, of widespread amity among most of the groups
that are powerful enough to influence the course of domestic events.

The government is recognized as legitimate by practically everyone
and is ordinarily obeyed not because it has the force of coercion

but because its authority is freely accepted. If one looks at the

performance of other governments either in the contemporary
world or in past periods of history, one finds no lack of examples
of governments operating under quite different conditions and with

quite different results.

Some governments are strong and ruthless enough to suppress
the hostilities that would otherwise break out between warring

factions, ethnic, social, or religious, but they do so by means of

1 * Some writers while agreeing that the ethical problems of political and

private life are basically the same nevertheless stress the difference, if only

quantitative, that makes international power politics the domain of evil par
excellence. In his earlier works Reinhold Niebuhr stressed the peculiar selfish-

ness and immorality of human communities including the state, as indicated

by the title of his book, Moral Man and Immoral Society (Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York, 1936) . Later, however, he came to place more emphasis on
the fact that all life is a "contest of power" and that international war and
conflict are but a revelation of the general character of human existence and
human sinfulness. (See his Christianity and Power Politics, Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York, 1940, especially pp. 11, 12, 103.)
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suppression which is often tyrannical or terroristic. Rather than

eliminate Machiavellian practices, such governments merely monop-

olize them. To what extremes of behavior this may lead has been

drastically demonstrated by the way modern totalitarian regimes

have persecuted "enemies of the people." Other governments are

too weak to control the forces of internal enmity: then there are

bloody revolts or civil wars. When this happens enmity often

reaches a degree of fierceness that relations between states rarely

approximate. Machiavellian practices of the most extreme kind

become the order of the day.

Government or statehood, whether national or world-wide, is

therefore no panacea against those aspects of power politics that

are morally deplorable. The real evil is enmity and its threat to

values to which people are devoted.

The moralist, however, needs to be reminded that there is no

sure way to eliminate the fateful circumstance of enmity and that

at a given time there may be no way at all. Certainly the elimina-

tion of the multistate system itself, whether within a region such as

Europe or on a world-wide scale, is not one of the objectives states-

men are free to choose and therefore they cannot be considered

morally obliged to choose it under all circumstances. Even if a

radical change in the existing order were morally desirable because

there was reason to suppose that a regional federation or a world

government would create circumstances of greater amity than exist

today, the psychological prerequisites for a concerted move of major
nations toward such a goal are beyond the control of any one

government.
If statesmen cannot at all times choose to work for conditions of

world-wide amity under world government, is it not their moral

duty at least to promote amity at all times and at all costs? Once it

is conceded that enmity requires and justifies sacrifices of value

often of the most shocking kind, it would seem as if no price paid

for amity could be considered too high. Yet, statesmen would be

rendered incapable of maximizing value if they were forced to make

the quest for amity the sole guide of their actions. Amity is a

condition passionately to be desired; but there are times when

efforts to bring it about can lead to disaster. It takes two to make
friends. An attempt to establish bonds of friendship may be inter-

preted as a sign of weakness; the result may be aggression. Again
the demands of the opponent may call for sacrifices of value greater

than those connected with continued enmity. Firmness and even
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resort to force may under certain circumstances require less loss of

life, less human suffering, less destruction of faith and principle
than the most sincere attempt to eliminate the causes of hostility by
concessions.

This is not the same as saying that power politics generally pre-
clude the opportunity for persistent and active pursuit of amity or

of justice. There are many occasions when disputes can be settled

peacefully and when enmity can be eliminated or avoided, provided
one side at least has enough courage, imagination, and initiative.

Sometimes a spirit of conciliation or even of generosity can do
wonders In evoking a ready and sincere response. Whenever the

lines of enmity are not irreparably drawn, there may remain room
for moderation and self-restraint, for better understanding each of

the other's true designs, and for fair compromise. While in the

end it needs two to make friends, It is not always the other side that

must take the first step.
12

Only those who extol the value of national "virility" which is

supposed to express itself in obstinate resistance to compromise, or

those who are afraid of being the suckers will insist that the "neces-

sity of state" is always on the side of toughness and unrelenting
assertion of national claims. Harold Nicolson castigates Napoleon
for being able to ascribe Castlereagh's "splendid moderation" only
to treachery or corruption, to ignorance or folly.

18 Whether mod-
eration is politically practical or suicidal depends on the circum-

stances. Those who feel called upon to give moral advice to states-

men must be ready, If they are to be true to the nonperfectionist

ethic, to demand restraint of power, charity, and forgiveness in one

situation, as when feelings of revenge and war passions run high,

but to insist on a break with an opponent, if not on the use of

violence, when weakness or procrastination threaten to bring on

greater evils. If world government not only were practical but

would, if established, temper enmities and help nations protect or

12 Winston Churchill (The Gathering Storm, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,

1948, p. 320) testifies admirably to these opportunities for statesmanship. He
says "those who are prone by temperament and character to seek sharp and
clear-cut solutions of difficult and obscure problems, who are ready to fight
whenever some challenge comes from a foreign Power, have not always been

right. On the other hand, those whose inclination is to bow their heads, to

seek patiently and faithfully for peaceful compromise, are not always wrong.
On the contrary, in the majority of instances they may be right, not only

morally but from a practical standpoint. How many wars have been averted

by patience and persisting good will!"

13 The Congress of Vienna (Constable, London, 1946) , p. 236.
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attain what they rightly value most highly, it would be the moral

duty of statesmen to seek to bring it about. As things stand today,

however, the obvious lack of consensus among the major nations

about the desirability of world government; as well as about the

kind of world government they would accept; makes any attempt to

establish such a government more likely to lead to war than to

reduce enmity.
The existence of enmity and the impossibility of eliminating it at

a given moment would appear to dictate to statesmen a course of

action often running counter to their moral preferences. Does this

not mean that those exponents of Realpolitik are right who claim

that the statesman, instead of being able to make moral choices, is

left with virtually no leeway, having to bow instead to the dictates

of the "necessity of state"?

It confuses the moral issue to state the case in this way. The
"necessities" in international politics, and for that matter in all

spheres of life, do not push decision and action beyond the realm

of moral judgment; they rest on moral choice themselves. If a

statesman decides that the dangers to the security of his country are

so great as to make necessary a course of action that may lead to

war, he has placed an exceedingly high value on an increment of

national security.

Necessities of a similar kind are known to private citizens.

Parents may decide that in order to save the family business they
must try to get their son to enter the family firm. Although they
know they are asking him to choose a career he abhors, they are

ready to sacrifice his happiness to the necessity of family. A trade

union leader who calls a strike which he knows will be ruinous to

patrons to whom he is devoted makes and requires a painful sacri-

fice for the necessities of the labor movement. In every such case

conflicting values, interests, and loyalties call for choices in which
what is deemed to be the higher cause or value calls for submission
to its necessities.

The necessity or reason of state is but another of these necessities

of life which become compelling only as a particular pattern of

values is accepted. If the position of the statesman differs from that

of private citizens it is because he must take upon himself the

responsibility for sacrifices of value in order that others, as a

nation, may protect or attain the things they treasure. He may feel

in duty bound to take responsibility for such sacrifices even though
in a given instance he may disagree with the moral judgment of
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those to whom he is responsible. In that sense if in no other it may
be justifiable to speak of the peculiar "demonic" quality of politics
and public office, as Max Weber and other writers frequently do.

There is good reason why the controversy about the relationship
between necessity of state and ethical standards should be rife in

our culture. The clash is between two sets of ethical standards, one

Christian or humanistic, the other nationalistic. Nationalistic ethics

place what are called vital national interests, and not national sur-

vival only, at the very pinnacle of the hierarchy of values. The

preservation or attainment of these values territorial integrity,

colonial possessions, lebensraum, treaty rights, or economic interests

are assumed therefore to justify the sacrifice of almost every other

value whether it be life, generosity, humane treatment of others,

truthfulness, or obedience to the law. The interests of other nations

count for little, if anything, on a nationalistic scale of values.

While those who adhere to nonperfectionist Christian or human-
istic ethical views accept sacrifices of value as inescapable, as non-

nationalists they may in the case of any policy decision nevertheless

question whether a particular national interest is worth the sacri-

fices required or whether it could not be protected by a less costly

method. This may not seem to hold true when national survival

itself is unquestionably at stake. Because the multistate system rests

on the coexistence of a multitude of independent states, it is incom-

patible with any ethic that would forbid sacrifices necessary for

national survival. Moral advice not to submit to the necessities of

survival not only would be advice to commit national suicide but

would if followed tend to wreck the multistate system itself.
14

14 It is not surprising that authors who believe that international politics
are essentially a struggle for national survival should reach very pessimistic
ethical conclusions. Thus, Nicholas J. Spykman (America's Strategy in World
Politics, Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1942, p. 12) bases his case on the

proposition that the "struggle for power is identical with the struggle for

survival" and that states can survive only by constant devotion to power
politics. Although the use of power "should be constantly subjected to moral

judgments," Spykman concludes that the "statesman can concern himself with

values of justice, fairness and tolerance only to the extent that they contribute

to or do not interfere with the power objective," meaning the quest for survival.

In his further statement that the quest for power is not made for the "achieve-

ment of moral values" he is taking issue with those exponents of nationalistic

ethics who place supreme moral value on national survival. See also in this

connection Mortimer Adler's statement in How to Think about War and Peace

(Simon & Schuster, New York, 1944, p. 78) that "so long as national self-

preservation remains the dominant end for which prudence must choose means,
the principles of morality cannot be reconciled with the counsels of prudence/'
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As a matter of fact, the controversy between exponents of nation-

alistic and nonnationalistic ethical standards in our culture is not

over the moral right to pay the price of survival. None but perfec-

tionists or absolute pacifists deny a nation which is engaged in a life

and death struggle the right to make and demand every sacrifice

necessary for self-preservation.

The nonperfectionist does not have to capitulate before every

alleged necessity of state. Nations engaged in international politics

are faced with the problem of survival only on rare occasions. How
otherwise could most of the nations that have attained independ-

ence in recent centuries have survived when surely most of them

most of the time have been devoted to anything but an unrestrained

quest for power? If ever any country did employ Machiavellian

principles consciously and methodically it was Hitler's Germany,

but as a result Germany lost its independence as conclusively as

have few great nations.

As a rule, not survival but other "national interests" are at stake

such as the preservation of outlying bases and possessions, the pro-

tection of treaty rights, the restoration of national honor, or the

maintenance of economic advantages. While it is a prerequisite of

the system that nations attach a high if not the highest value to

their survival, the same cannot be said of all of these other national

interests. As a matter of fact, the moral dilemmas constantly facing

statesmen and their critics revolve around the question of whether

in a given instance the defense or satisfaction of interests other than

survival justifies the costs in other values. Does the expropriation of

American investments abroad, for instance, justify the choice of

military intervention rather than of unpromising negotiation? Is it

morally preferable to risk a loss of prestige with its possible danger-

ous consequences for the safety of the country rather than to insist

on maintaining a position that threatens to provoke hostilities? In

every case the interpretation of what constitutes a vital national

interest and how much value should be attached to it is a moral

question. It cannot be answered by reference to alleged amoral

necessities inherent in international politics; it rests on value

judgments.
Even national survival itself, it should be added, is a morally

compelling necessity only as long as people attach supreme value to

it. In that sense the multistate system itself depends on a value

pattern in which there is an element of nationalism. If at any time

those who have the power to decide over the foreign policies of the
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major countries should come to attach higher value to the attain-

ment of world government than to the preservation of independ-
ence, the psychological obstacle (though not necessarily all other

practical obstacles) to world government would be removed. 15

Until that happens nations are likely to consent to all kinds of

Machiavellian practices, however much they may abhor them,
whenever their independence can be saved in no other way.

International politics offer some opportunities and temptations
for immoral action on a vast and destructive scale; these opportun-
ities tend to present themselves in the guise of "necessity of state."

Statesmen in command of the machinery by which public opinion is

manipulated may make it appear as if they were acting for the sake

of objectives to which the people attach high value when in fact

they are out to serve personal material interests or to satisfy per-
sonal ambitions for power. Where men wield as much power as

they do in international politics there is room for an infinite variety
of abuses for which the "necessity of state" can serve as a convenient

cloak. Then again, statesmen may sincerely believe that vital na-

tional interests dictate a particular course of action; but judged by
nonnationalistic standards of ethics they may be placing undue
value on certain interests of their people or underestimating the

value of things not pertaining to their nation which their policy
would sacrifice.

While this makes moral criticism and self-criticism imperative,
the difficulties standing in the way of such criticism's proper use in

international politics need to be emphasized. If it is hard for policy-

makers to make proper moral choices, it is not any easier for others

to do justice to the statesmen's conduct of foreign policy.

It is a baffling task, almost exceeding human capacity, to compare
the value of an increment of national security with the value of

human lives, or the value of a continued period of peace with the

15 R.M. Maclver (The Web of Government, Macmillan Co., New York,

1947) suggests that these basic value judgments may change as the old myths
of national sovereignty and national interests lose their grip on people, while

Arnold Toynbee (A Study of History, Oxford University Press, New York and

London, 1947, p. 229) , passing moral judgment, denounces the "pagan worship
of sovereign nation-states" calling it a "monstrous product of the impact of

parochialism on the Western Christian Church." See also in this connection

Harold Lasswell, World Politics and Personal Insecurity (McGraw-Hill, New
York and London, 1935) ,

who devotes Chapter XI, "In Quest of a Myth: The
Problem of World Unity," to the problem of how, by the use of symbols, myths,
and other practices, human value judgments might be changed in favor of

world unity.
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risks of a more destructive war in the future. Yet the statesman is

faced with even more exacting and truly terrifying problems.

Forced to make his choices whenever a decision is called for, he may

have to compare the value of an uncertain chance of greater security

with only roughly predictable risks of conflict and destruction. It

may be easy with hindsight, years after the event, to condemn a

statesman for having failed to maximize value; but it also becomes

increasingly difficult as time goes on to do justice to the inevitable

lack of knowledge and foresight under which the decision-maker

labored at the time.

The trouble with much of the moral condemnation of foreign

policies and with much of the moral advice tendered to statesmen

goes back to a lack of appreciation of the kind of knowledge re-

quired for proper and useful moral criticism in international affairs.

From a nonperfectionist point of view the circumstances, however

technical, have to be taken into consideration; moral conviction

and high ideals, much as they are needed to guide moral judgment,

cannot by themselves offer an answer. Nor is this true in inter-

national politics only. One needs some knowledge of economics to

judge whether an industrialist is exploiting his workers; he may be

paying the highest wages the traffic will bear. One needs psycholog-

ical understanding to decide whether in a particular situation

divorce represents morally the least evil choice.

Similarly, in international politics where the circumstances are no

less involved and technical, moral convictions cannot tell what

roads are open to a statesman for the specific conditions under

which he is forced to act, nor can they reveal what are likely to be

the political consequences and therefore the relative costs in terms

of value of any one of several courses of action. Will an alliance

provoke war or will the failure to make a commitment tempt an

aggressor? Will an appeal to the United Nations in a given case

help bring about a peaceful settlement or instead create graver

tension, perhaps even going so far as to destroy the organization?

Disarmament may be morally the best choice under one set of cir-

cumstances; it may be downright evil in another set which places a

nation and small nations dependent upon it for their security at

the mercy of an ambitious conqueror. The same holds true for all

the other panaceas or devices so dear to the hearts of those who are

most quickly ready to give moral advice to policy-makers or to

condemn them for their actions. In one context it may be right to
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offer concessions whereas in another the same concessions may con-

stitute "appeasement" with all of its evil consequences.
The rule that no general principle can guide nonperfectionist

moral judgment on all occasions may appear to have one exception.
It might seem proper to assume that the "defensive" side is always

right or that every action is justified, if it is necessary for the protec-
tion and preservation of values already possessed. Unfortunately,
while individuals can disprove their guilt if they rightly can claim

to have acted in self-defense, the case of nations is far more com-

plex. Neither the nation's self nor its possessions are clearly circum-

scribed. May a nation defend as its self and its possessions only its

territorial integrity and independence, or does the right of self-

defense cover a way of life, national honor, living space, prestige,
colonial possessions, and economic rights abroad? Status quo powers
whose main concern is the preservation of the values they possess
and the defense of the established order are prone to blame all

Machiavellianism on those nations seeking to bring about change,
whether it be revision of treaties, revolution of the social order, or

liberation from foreign domination. Yet, the "offensive" side may
have a valid case for insisting that it has a vital need for things
withheld from it and rightly may value them to a point where any
means of attaining them become morally justified. Those who
refuse to make the sacrifices of change or who having brought about

an unjust distribution of possessions and power, are unwilling to

correct such distribution may be guilty of provoking enmity and

aggression. Their opponents are not necessarily at fault, then,

merely because they want change urgently or because they despair
of any means short of violence. The beati possidentes may be more

peaceful and less inclined to initiate open hostility, but their guilt

may lie in their self-righteous and blind devotion to the status quo
or in the resentment they evoke in others.

Despite the difficulties in doing justice to the statesman and in

avoiding the pitfalls of politically dangerous as well as morally un-

tenable condemnations, men who have nonperfectionist and non-

nationalistic moral convictions dare not evade the task of moral

judgment whether of their own political acts or of the acts of others.

Where there is as much room for moral choice as there is in inter-

national politics and where the destiny of entire nations depends on

the choice, attempts to evade, silence, or ignore moral judgment

merely play into the hands of those who relish the uncriticized use

or abuse of power. The Nazi leaders were helped by the climate of
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moral cynicism that prevailed in Germany; this made it easy for

them to justify even the most brutal acts on the grounds of necessity

of state and to glorify their freedom from any "decadent" moral

inhibitions.

The world will not fail to suffer from the immoral acts of states-

men, as of other men, in the future as it has in the past. Nor does it

look as though nations would soon be freed from the bitter conse-

quences of international enmity, or from the appalling sacrifices

inflicted and justified in the name of national interest and survival.

A single powerful government engaged, for whatever reasons, in a

policy of aggression and aggrandizement may force all others into

line with its Machiavellian practices, provided these others have the

will to survive. Moral exhortations and intentions will serve little

unless the causes of such aggression and the dangers inherent in it

are removed.

Yet international politics
are not beyond the pale of iionnational-

istic, nonperfectionist morality. Statesmen need not be fooling either

themselves or others if they contend, as they frequently do, that in

specific instances they have restrained their nation's quest for

power; nor need they apologize if, on occasion, they choose a con-

ciliatory or even a generous course of action when a more egotistical

policy would promise more tangible national benefits. Despite the

continued strength of nationalist sentiment in all parts of the world,

there is no reason to assume that people value none but national

benefits. They often attach a great deal of value to a good record of

international collaboration and at times applaud a leader who takes

risks for the good will, the amity, or the interests of other nations

or seeks to keep his own conscience and that of his people clear.

This explains why under certain circumstances a national govern-

ment might receive the backing of its people even in sacrificing

national independence itself, particularly if this were done for the

purpose of establishing a better international order, perhaps by
means of a regional federation. From the point of view of non-

nationalistic ethics, national self-sacrifice for world government

might also appear morally justified if there were assurance of

enough amity and all-round consent to permit the establishment

and functioning of an orderly and humane government of the

world; national self-sacrifice would deserve to be condemned if it

led to world tyranny or world anarchy. There are historical in-

stances when such sacrifice of independence has justified itself in
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the eyes of almost everybody, as when the thirteen American states

federated successfully.

Under the circumstances usually prevailing in a multistate system

painful limitations are set on policies of self-negation, generosity,
or restraint of power. It would be Utopian to expect a drastic

change in this respect. But to say that the field of international

politics is reserved for selfishness, brutality, self-righteousness, or

unrestrained ambition for power is not only cynical but manifestly
unrealistic.


